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The textile CITY collection includes a proposal of accessories 

and gifts with a traditional and timeless mood, for those looking 

for an understated style and quality. Entirely made in Italy, 

classic colors that blend with any situation and location.

Materials such as cotton satins and wools are played on flat 

colors and saturated tones but with considerable color ranges 

so as to be able to personalize any environment.

TEXTILE CITY
COLLECTION
MADE IN ITALY
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“ATLANTA” HOODED BATHROBE

#LABSPUGN0406 - S/M

#LABSPUGN0405 - L/XL

Materials: outer microfiber – 150 gsm,

inner polyester – 260 gsm

Colors: white

   D

Customization: embroidery

Details: 2 pockets, belt, hood

Options: neutral version  A
#LABSPUGN0403 - S/M

#LABSPUGN0400 - L/XL 
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#LABSPUGN050402 - S/M

#LABSPUGN0502 - L/XL

Materials: outer microfiber - 150 gsm,

inner polyester - 260 gsm

Colors: white

“MILANO” SHAWL COLLAR BATHROBE      D

Customization: embroidery

Details: 2 pockets, belt, shawl collar

 

Options: neutral version  A
#LABSPUGN050401  - S/M

#LABSPUGN0500 - L/XL
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#LABSPUGN0526 - S/M

#LABSPUGN0525 - L/XL

Materials: 100% Cotton - 400 g/mq

Colors: white

“KIOTO” KIMONO BATHROBE      D

Customization: embroidery

Details: belt, kimono collar

Options: neutral version  A
#LABSPUGN0521 - S/M

#LABSPUGN0520 - L/XL
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“LONDRA” REVER COLLAR BATHROBE

#LABSPUGN0516 - S/M

#LABSPUGN0515 - L/XL

Materials: 100% Cotton - 400 g/mq

Colors: white

   D
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Customization: embroidery

Details: belt, rever collar

Options: neutral version  A
#LABSPUGN0511 - S/M

#LABSPUGN0510 - L/XL
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“PJ L” LONG PAJAMAS  

#LAB0015001 ... #LAB0015005

kit 10 pz S/M + 10 pz L/XL

Materials: 100% sateen cotton - Made in Italy

Colors: pearl grey - blue - natural white - black - mink

Details: jacket with buttons and long pants with piping

Options:

#LAB0015011 ... #LAB0015015 - kit 10 pz S/M + 10 pz L/XL packed in single gift bag  B
#LAB0015006 - kit 10 pz S/M + 10 pz L/XL with embroidery  D
#LAB0015016 - kit 10 pz S/M + 10 pz L/XL with embroidery packed in single gift bag  D

    B

pearl grey blue black minknatural white
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NIGHT GOWN

#LAB0020001 ... #LAB0020005

kit 13 pz S/M + 12 pz L/XL

Materials: 100% sateen cotton - Made in Italy

Colors: pearl grey - blue - natural white - black - mink

Details: 2 pockets, 4 buttons

Options:

#LAB0020011 ... #LAB0020015 - kit 13 pz S/M + 12 pz L/XL packed in single gift bag B
#LAB0020006 - kit 13 pz S/M + 12 pz L/XL with embroidery  D
#LAB0020016 - kit 13 pz S/M + 12 pz L/XL with embroidery packed in single gift bag  D

     B
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pearl grey blue black minknatural white
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TRAVEL KIT

#LAB0035001

Materials: 100% sateen cotton - Made in Italy

Colors: pearl grey - blue - natural white - black - mink

Details: sleeping mask, soft slippers

     B  
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pearl grey blue black minknatural white
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The textile DECO collection includes a range of accessories 

and gifts with a modern and unconventional mood. The prints 

are the protagonists. 10 different scenarios play between the 

most romantic patterns and the more design ones, always with 

high-quality cotton satins and italian prints. Each design can be 

customized in details and colors or also developed as bespoke 

patterns.

TEXTILE DECO
COLLECTION
MADE IN ITALY

terrazzo

scia

intrigo

ninfea

punto 

vela

regolo

lirica

scacco

armonia
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“PJ L” LONG PAJAMAS

#LAB0115001N – kit 10 pz S/M + 10 pz L/XL

Materials: 100% sateen cotton - Made in Italy

Colors: 10 pattern on white background

Details: jacket with buttons and long pants

    B

Options:

customized with client’s pattern or colour,

and packed in single gift box
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“PJ C” SHORT PAJAMAS

#LAB0116001N – kit 10 pz S/M + 10 pz L/XL

Materials: 100% sateen cotton - Made in Italy 

Colors: 10 pattern on white background

Details: jacket with buttons and short pants

 

     B

Options:

customized with client’s pattern or colour,

and packed in single gift bag
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NIGHT GOWN

#LAB0120001N – kit 13 pz S/M + 12 pz L/XL

Materials: 100% sateen cotton - Made in Italy

Colors: 10 pattern on white background

Details: 2 pockets, 4 buttons

      B

Options:

customized with client’s pattern or colour,

and packed in single gift bag
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TRAVEL KIT

#LAB0135001N

Materials: 100% sateen cotton

Colors: 10 patterns on white background

Details: sleeping mask, soft slippers

      B

Options:

customized with client’s pattern or colour
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PRINT PLAID (cm 130 x 170)

#LAB0125001N

Materials: 70% CO, 25% PO, 5% AF – 260 gr

Colors: 10 pattern on white background

Details: with fringes

      B

Options:

customized with client’s pattern or colour
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“DECO” SHAWL COLLAR BATHROBE

#LAB0110001N

Materials: shell sateen cotton, inner terry cotton

Colors: 3 pattern on white background

(terrazzo, intrigo, armonia)

Size: S/M – L/XL

Details: 2 pockets, belt, shawl collar

      B

Options:

customized with client’s pattern or colour
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BEACH TOWEL (cm 90 x 200)

#LAB0140001N

Materials: front in sateen cotton,

frame and back in terry cotton

Colors: 3 pattern on white background

(terrazzo, intrigo, armonia)

Details: frame on 4 sides

      B
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Options:

customized with client’s pattern or colour


